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  [image: Vaccine administration]Pfizer expanding RSV vaccine work into younger high-risk adults
With two respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) vaccines approved by the U.S. FDA in 2023 and a third nearing its May PDUFA date, decades of research has finally provided...
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  [image: Phillips Recall Mask BiPAP CPAP]Philips hit with consent decree over CPAP foam materials
The U.S. FDA and Department of Justice have announced a consent decree entered into district court that enjoins Philips Respironics LLC North America from manufacturing and...
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  [image: Illustration of cancer cells entering the bloodstream.]AACR 2024: New concepts suggest new targets for metastatic disease
Prior to this year’s Annual Meeting of the American Association for Cancer Research (AACR), it had been 14 years since metastasis had been the subject of a plenary session....
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  [image: Collection of vials]More biosimilars from China, US encroach on Amgen’s denosumab
Biosimilar competition to Amgen Inc.’s denosumab (Prolia/Xgeva) is rising globally, with Mabwell (Shanghai) Bioscience Co. Ltd. gaining the latest China NMPA approval of...
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BioWorld Insider Podcast
Six biopharma executives consider a tough 2023 and are hopeful for a better 2024.
Listen now
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